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Jaimin¢yas°maveda of Kerala Namboothiri tradition is divided into five

K°∏∑as namely Àgneya, Aindra, Pavam°na, Dv°daø°ha and Uttara. There are a

total of 112 Adhy°yas in these five K°∏∑as. These Adhy°yas are called 'Oths'(from

the root 'otikkuka' in Malayalam that means 'to impart to the disciple through oral

teaching'). The above mentioned K°∏∑as contain 12, 36, 11, 47 and 6 Oths

resepctively. Totally there are 1698 Œks in the Jaimin¢yas°ma of Kerala tradition.

S°maveda families of Kerala

There were twenty one Namboothiri families which practiced S°maveda in

Kerala. These families were spread in Central Kerala and Southern Kerala. They

are Nellikkat Mana, Muttathukattil Mana, Tottam Mana, Perumangad Mana and

Korattikkara Mana (all five in the Panjal village in Trissur Dist in Kerala),

Mangalatheri Mana, Malamel Mana, Muriyottu Malamel Mana, Mulavelippurathu

Mana, Pattiyala Mana, Onamthuruthi Pattiyala Mana, Vatana Mana, Kallampilly

Mana, Pakaravoor Mana, Muthiringottu Mana, Nellippuzha Kallampilli Mana,

Mundaya Mana, Vadakkumchery Mana, Narippatta Mana, Kambrathu Mana and

Podur Mana. Among these all except in the five located at Panjal village mentioned

above, the S°maveda tradition has been discontinued years before. There was a

S°ma scholar in the Malamel Mana in Kidangoor near Kottayam who was well

versed in Œk and Yajus also. He passed away in 1952. In all other families the

tradition has become extinct years even before that.
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The five families at Panjal mentioned above preserved the tradition till very

recent times. But, at present, no members of new generation are pursuing S°ma

studies due to so many reasons. Thus there is not tradition now in Korattikkara

Mana. In Tottam Mana, there are two age old scholars both in eighties and ninties,

now living. They are Narayanan Namboothiri and Aryan Namboothiri. Tottam

Sivakaran Namboothiri and Tottam Krishnan Namboothiri, young scholars are now

practicing S°ma in that family. In Perumangat Mana, there was one Vasudevan

Namboothiri who was well versed in all forms of chanting of S°ma. He passed

away some years before and there is no one else studying S°ma in the family now.

In Nellikkattu Mana, there is Neelakandhan Namboothiri now living with all

discomforts of old age, who is well versed in S°ma chanting. Vasudevan

Namboothiri, another member of Nellikkattu Mana was also a great S°ma scholar

who passed away some months ago. Thus the S°ma tradition of Panjal village is

also in a stage of extinction.

It is taking into account the importance of this rare tradition that the Centre

for Vedic Studies of the Sree Sankaracharya University of Sanskrit, Kalady, Kerala

came forward with the major project of the audio/video documentation of the whole

S°maveda chanting of the Jaimin¢ya tradition of Kerala in ninty five hours. The

first and second phase of the documentation was completed in 1997-98 and 2001.

The five age old scholars at Panjal, Nellikkattu Neelakandhan Namboothiri,

Nellikkattu Vasudevan Namboothiri, Tottam Narayanan Namboothiri, Tottam

Aryan Namboothiri and Perumangad Vasudevan Namboothiri co-operated in the

project as resource persons. The chanting of Àrcika, S°ma or Gr°mageya and

Àra∏yaka or Candr°s°ma were documented in the first phase in 70 hours.

Recording of the S°mastutis used in Atir°tra (29 Stutis) and Somay°ga (12 Stutis)

was done in the second phase in 25 hours that include in Õha and Õ¿°∏i modes
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of chanting. The third and final phase of the project is being completed now which

is remaking the CDs as interactive DVDs with the text in N°gari script,

transliteration and simple translation in English, graphics and indices. The

documented matter will be made available to those who are interested in the study

and research of the Vedic tradition of Kerala.

Ritual practices in S°ma learning

Some rigerous training methods were practiced in the teaching and learning

process of S°maveda in Kerala. They were observed as part of rituals related to

S°maveda education. After Upanayana, the student should observe five years of

Brahmacarya to learn S°maveda. By these five years, undegoing severe training,

the student can get the mastery over the chanting of the Samhit° part. During these

five years, the student should observe the ritual Up°karma every year with the help

of the Guru. This is a ritual performing Homa to the sacred fire chanting the

Mantras. Four À∏∂uvratas ('À∏∂u' in Malayalam means 'year', the Vratas or

austerities prolong for one year fully and so it is named in that way) are to be

observed by the student during the period of Samhit°p°∂ha. Some short Vratas to

be observed in twelve days etc. are also to be practiced during this period.

Gaud°nikavratam, Vr°tikavratam, Upani¿adavratam and Mah°n°mnyavratam

are the four year-ending Vratas to be observed by the student. Àdityavratam is

another short Vrata to be observed. In this Vrata, the student should do the rituals

chanting the Mantras for fourteen days without even taking bath. There is another

Vrata also of this kind that prolongs for one month beginning from the first day

of ·uklapak¿a and ending in last day of next ·uklapak¿a. Each protion to be

memorised will be completed with a year-long Vrata. Learning of a new portion

or section will start only after studying the previous portion thoroughly. In the

end of the Upani¿adavrata, the Guru will recite the Jaimin¢yopani¿ad of S°maveda
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which the student will carefully repeat. Learning the Upani¿ad byheart according

to the Svaras will be done only after Sam°vartana. The higher modes of chanting

of S°ma, Õha and Õ¿°∏i, also are learnt after Sam°vartana.

The fourth year-long Vrata Mah°n°mnyavrata, is also called Ãºanvrata ('Ãºan'

in Malayalam means 'wet cloth'. The Vrata is to be observed wearing wet cloth

after taking bath for one year). The same wet cloth should be used for one year. It

will get wet after taking bath and wearing the wet cloth, the Vrata should be

observed. Taking bath thrice a day is recommended in this Vrata, the result being

that the student will have to wear the same wet cloth all the day throughout the

year. In ancient days, according to the S°maveda Gurus, this Ãºanvratam was

practiced for twelve years continuously. Such hard and tough austerities were

prescribed for learning S°maveda in Kerala. This is needed for learning and

memorising the intricacies of S°masvaras in a perfect way. Needless to state, these

are so difficult and the result was that the tradition began to face the stage of

extinction in the modern time.

The text - adaptation of Mantras from Œgveda

Among the 1698 Œks or Mantras, found in the Keral¢yajaimin¢yas°ma

tradition, except more than one hundred, all are taken from Œkasamhit°. The

Mantras found in Œgveda are adapted here for singing in the G°na style. Dr. K. A.

Ravindran, Asso. Professor in Sahitya i/c of Vedic Studies of Sree Sankaracharya

University of Sanskrit, Kalady, Kerala, has published Keral¢yajaimin¢yas°maveda

text from transcripts preserved by the S°ma Pandits of Panjal village, in Malayalam

script with exhaustive study, notes and appendices from Panchangam Pustakasala,

Kunnamkulam, Trissur, Kerala in 2007. In the text, as appendix, he  has given the

list of Mantras with their meaning in Malayalam, that are not found in Œgveda,

more than one hundred in number. He has also given as appendix the difference
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in the arrangement of the text of Jaimin¢yas°maveda of Kerala from that of the

Kauth£ma-R°∏°ya∏¢ya recensions and also from that of the Jaimin¢ya text

published by Prof. Raghuvira from Lahore in 1938.

Important S£ktas like Bh°gyas£kta, Svastis£kta and Àyuss£kta found in

Œgveda are not found in S°maveda. But, according to the Kerala Namboothiri

tradition, they use to learn such S£ktas also based on Œgveda. In this process, they

use to follow the chanting method of Œgveda of Kerala. Similarly, the Kerala

Jaimin¢yas°mavedins used to study important Yajurvedamantras also.

There is another tradition also current among the Namboothiri S°mavedins

of Kerala. They used to study the Œk

i…¥…‰ n˘xp˘…¥…®…Δ ¥…i∫…÷ i¥…Δ {…÷π™… ∫… ®…v™…®…®…¬*

∫…j…… ¥…∑…∫™… {…Æ˙®…∫™… Æ˙…V… ∫… x… EÚπ]¬ı¥…… M……‰π…÷ ¥…fih¥…i…‰**

and its S°mas (Jaimin¢yas°ma, Kerala recension, 28, 8) and chant it instead

of the Àyuss£kta of Œgveda. In the same way, they chant the Œk

™…∂…∫…… ®…… t…¥……{…fi l…¥…“

¶…M…‰x…‰xp˘ §…fiΩ˛∫{…i…“

™…∂……‰ ¶…M…∫™…  ¥…xn˘i…÷

™…∂……‰ ®…… |… i…®…÷S™…i……®…¬

™…∂…Œ∫¥…™…… ∫™……∫∫…Δ∫…n˘&

+ΩΔ̨ |…¥… n˘i…… ∫™……®…¬

+ΩΔ̨ ¶…⁄™……∫…®…÷k…®…&*

(Jaimin¢yas°ma, Kerala recension, 107, 12) and its S°mas instead of

Bh°gyas£kta of Œgveda and the Œk

+S…«i…|……S…«i… x…Æ˙&  |…™…®…‰v……∫……‰ +S…«i…*

+S…«xi…÷ {…÷j…EÚ… =i… {…÷Æ˙ ®…v…fi«πh¥…S…«i…**

(Jaimin¢yas°ma, Kerala recension, 38, 5) and its S°mas in the place of the
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Svastis£kta of Œgveda. The S°mavedins chant all these according to their own

tradition of Svaras in different rituals in temples as well as in ·rauta and Sm°rta

rituals. Though there was no tradition of the Dvivedins or Trivedins in Kerala,

there were scholars here who could chant Œk, Yajus and S°ma of Kerala style.

(Atharvaveda was not practiced in Kerala). All these show that concentrating on

their own Vedic tradition, the Kerala Namboothiris accepted other Vedic traditions

also wholeheartedly.

Prak§tip°∂has - Œk and S°ma

The Prak§tip°∂has of Jaimin¢yas°maveda prevelant in Kerala tradition are

Œk or Àrcika, S°ma or Gr°mageya and Candr°s°ma or Àra∏yaka. The chanting

in Svaras of all the 112 Oths of five K°∏∑as of S°ma is Œk or Àrcika. The three

Svaras, Ud°tta, Anud°tta and Svarita are the base for the chanting of the Œks in

S°ma, as in other Vedas also. But based on the Ud°tta, Anud°tta and Svarita, the

chanting of all the three Vedas in Kerala preserve many peculiarities, both in the

Prak§tip°∂has and in the Vik§tip°∂has.

The G°na form of the Œk of Àrcika is S°ma or Gr°mageya and Candr°s°ma

or Àra∏yaka. Here the elaboration of Svaras and other intricasies in chanting are

followed. The word Gr°mageya means that they are to be chanted musically in

the Gr°mas. The meaning of the word 'Candr°s°ma' is not clear. Again, Àra∏yaka

or Ara∏yag°na means that they are to be chanted in the hermitages in forests. There

are a total of 59 Oths in Àgneya, Aindra and Pavam°na K°∏∑as together. The

chanting of Œks of these Oths repeatedly in elaborate Svaras is called S°ma or

Gr°mageya. In this mode of chanting, a Œk is sometimes chanted in elaborate

Svaras repeatedly many times. Such repetitions may number one to eighteen. The

most important aspect in these modes of chanting is that, while the chanting in

the S°ma in elaborate Svaras, there is no consideration at all regarding the basic
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text or the meaning of the Œks. The important aspect here is the repetitions in

musical elaborations.

The first Œk of the fourth Oth of the Àgneyak°∏∑a begins as ™…Y…… ™…Y……¥……‰

+Mx…™…‰...* This Œk has four S°mas while chanting in the S°ma style. The words in

the Œk are splitted in many ways, new syllables are sometimes added and

repetitions are effected while chanting the Œk in S°ma style as ™…Y…… ™…Y……, ¥……‰Mx…™…… ™…,

 M…Æ˙…  M…Æ˙…  Ω˛, Ω˛… ™… S…, n˘I……∫…… ™…...* Splitting of the words in the Œks in this way

is called 'Vacanam' and the chanting in this way is called 'Vacanam Collal' ('collal'

in Malayalam means 'uttering' or 'chanting'). Thus many syllables and letters and

words that are not originally found in the Œks are added in the S°mag°na. There

+Mx…‰ becomes +…‰Mx…… ™…*  M…Æ˙…  M…Æ˙… S…  becomes  M…Æ˙…  M…Æ˙…Ω˛… Ω˛… ™… S…* n˘I…∫…‰ becomes

n˘I……∫…… ™…* Letters and syllables like +…Ë, Ω˛…‰ and ¥…… that are not in the Œk will be

added. This type of adding is called Stobha. Lengthening and shortening of letters

according to the musical Svaras is done based on the Stobhas.

There are definite rules regarding the Svaras in each S°ma in the S°mag°na.

Like the use of Gamakas in classical music, in S°ma chanting also variations of

many kinds in Svaras are sometimes effected. These variations are known in

S°mag°na by particular technical names such as Pratyutkrama, Atikrama, Kar¿a∏a

and Namana. The right hand is moved upward, downward and to the right side to

denote the Svaras. Some Mudr°s or hand gestures are also used to denote the

Svarasth°nas and M°tras.

Vik°ra, Viøle¿a∏a etc.

The change happening while a Œk is converted to different S°mas in

S°mag°na, is known by various names such as Vik°ra, Viøle¿a∏a, Abhy°sa, Vir°ma,

Stobha, Lopa and Àgama.
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+Mx…‰ - +…‰Mx…… ™…* (Vik°ra)

¥…“i…™…‰ - ¥…‰ ™…i……™…… ™…* (Viøle¿a∏a)

™……‰ - ™…… ™… (Vikar¿a∏a)

i…™…‰ - i……™…… ™… i……™…… ™…* (Abhy°sa)

M…fih……x……‰ Ω˛¥™…n˘…i…™…‰ -M…fih……x……‰ Ω˛… ¥™…n˘… i…™…… ™… i……™…… ™…* (Vir°ma)

Adding of letters or syllables not found in the original Œk like +…Ë, Ω˛…‰¥……, Ω˛…§…÷,

Ω˛…§…÷ and =Ω÷̨ is Stobha. |…S……‰n˘™……i…¬ in the Œk becomes |……S……‰ Ω÷Δ̨ +… n˘…™……‰ +… in the

S°ma. Here the last letter i…¬ is omitted in S°ma style. This is called Lopa.

Adding of ™…EÚ…Æ˙ etc. in the examples like ¥…Æ‰̇h™…®…¬ - ¥…Æ‰̇ h…™…®…¬ is Àgama.

When Œks are chanted as S°ma such changes happen in all places. Most

important of these is Stobha and very peculiar types of texts describing the Stobhas

like Sthobh°nusamh°ram and Jaimin¢yany°yam°l°vistaram are referred to in

different contexts which are not popular now.

Candr°s°ma or Àra∏yaka

Like S°mag°na or Gr°mageya, Candr°s°ma or Àra∏yaka is another

Prak§tip°∂ha of Jaimin¢yas°ma of Kerala tradition. The names Gr°mageya and

Àra∏yaka for these types of chanting might be denoting the peculiarity that the

former is to be chanted in rituals in the village atmosphere, while the latter

connected with the rituals in hermitages etc. in the forest. But this demarkation is

not found in these modes of chanting as they are used Kerala tradition afterwards.

The first Oth of the fifth K°∏∑a, Uttara of Kerala Jaimin¢yas°ma begins with

the Œk <xp˘…‰ Æ˙…V…… V…M…i…∂S…π…«h…“x……Δ...* Among the 112 Oths in Jaimin¢ya tradition,

this is the 107th Oth. There are total 58 Œks in this Oth. Mainly the Œks in this

Oth are chanted with Stobhas and elaborations of Svaras in Candr°s°ma mode of

chanting. Sometimes other Œks from other Oths also are seen intermixed in the

Candr°s°ma style of chanting. The repitition of lines or passages with musical
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elaborations in Candr°s°ma is also called S°mas. There are more Stobhas and

elaborations of Svaras in Candr°s°ma when compared to those in S°ma or

Gr°mageya.

Candr°s°ma or Àra∏yaka is itself divided into 25 sub-Oths according to the

scheme of chanting of Jaimin¢yas°ma of Kerala. Thus there are 288 S°mas or

repititions in the 25 Oths of Candr°s°ma in total. There is a customary prohibition

prevailing among the Jaimin¢yas°mavedins of Kerala that Candr°s°ma should not

be chanted in night times.

First twelve Oths of Candr°s°ma is known as Vratas. These twelve Oths are

chanted by the disciple as instructed by the preceptor in different Vratas observed

in the Upanayana rituals etc. that are followed according to the Jaimin¢yas°maveda

tradition.

The famous Puru¿as£kta of Œgveda is found as the 9th Oth of the 25 Oths

of Candr°s°ma. The G°nar£pa in Candr°s°ma of the Œks in Puru¿as£kta is as

follows:

=Ω÷̨¥…… Ω˛…§…÷ =Ω÷̨¥…… Ω˛…§…÷ =Ω÷̨¥…… Ω˛…§…÷

∫…Ω˛ª…∂…“π……«& {…÷Ø˚π…&

=Ω÷̨¥……Ë Ω˛…‰¥…… =Ω÷̨¥……Ë Ω˛…‰¥…… =Ω÷̨¥……Ë Ω˛…‰¥……

 j…{……n⁄̆v¥…« =nË̆i…¬ {…÷Ø˚π…&

< Ω˛™……Ë Ω˛…‰¥…… < Ω˛™……Ë Ω˛…‰¥…… < Ω˛™……Ë Ω˛…‰¥……

{…÷Ø˚π… B¥…‰nΔ̆ ∫…¥…«®…¬

>v……«§…÷ Ω˛…§…÷ >v……«§…÷ Ω˛…§…÷ >v……«§…÷ Ω˛…§…÷ Ω˛…§…÷

>v……«§…÷ Ω˛…§…÷ Ω˛…§…÷

i……¥……x…∫™… ®…Ω˛… ™…®……......................etc.

These show how Stobhas and repititions of many kinds and change in the

words of the text are effected in the G°nas of Candr°s°ma. Some G°na modes in
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Candr°s°ma are having no text at all, but Stobhas only and their elaborations. The

three S°mas of the 10th Oth of Candr°s°ma are examples for this peculiarity.

Mah°s°mas, Àdityas°mas

There are  theree S°mas in the S°mag°nas of Keral¢yajaimin¢ya tradition that

are known as Mah°s°mas. They are called so taking into consideration their length

and the intricasies in the elaboration of Svaras. These include in the Candr°s°ma

or Àra∏yaka mode of chanting. These are used in the  rituals like Pravargyam in

various Y°gas. It is considered that the chanting of Mah°s°mas is able to create

unlimited divine power in the context in the Œtviks and in the surroundings. So

persons other than the Œtviks of the Y°gas including women are not allowed to

hear the chanting of Mah°s°mas. Even the wife of Yajam°na who will be usually

in the ritual proceedings with him, will be prohibited from hearing these

Mah°s°mas.

Like Mah°s°mas, there are other six peculiar S°mas in Jaimin¢ya tradition

that are called Àdityas°mas. They also include in the Candr°s°ma section.

Àdityas°mas are also of Stuti type. Four among them are short and the rest two,

considerably long. The Œtvik Prstot° chants these Àdityas°mas in the ritual

Pravargya connected with Somay°ga and Atir°tra. These are also considered as

having high potential that ladies and other people are prohibitted from hearing

the chanting of them. It is also customary that Àdityas°mas should be chanted

before taking food.

Õha

Õha and Õ¿°∏i are the Vik§tip°∂has of Keral¢yajaimin¢yas°ma chanting. Like

Ja∂° and Ratha of Kerala Œgveda tradition, Õha and Õ¿°∏i are the highest modes

of chanting of Jaimin¢yas°ma tradition of Kerala.

The fourth K°∏∑a, Dv°daø°ha, is the base of Õhag°na. There are 47 Oths in
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Dv°daø°ha. Based on the Œks in these Oths, G°nas are chanted in this mode which

are very elaborate and highly musical. The G°nar£pas are comprehended or

guessed from the Œks chanted in this mode. Because the G°nas are guessed or

comprehended and chanted (Õha), this mode gets that meaningful name. Õha is

again divided into 77 Oths according to the G°na scheme, which is a sub-division

of Õha. These 77 Oths are divided to eight decades, the last having seven Oths

only. In Õha, one S°ma is chanted separately at times or three S°mas are chanted

together at other times. The former is called Ek°rca (one S°ma of the Œk) and the

latter T§ca (three S°mas of the Œk). The Vik§ti of 59 S°mas constitutes Õha

chanting. Ek°rca is also called Stotri. In Õha there are a total of 1839 Stotris°mas

or Ek°rcas.

The S°mastutis used in Somay°ga and Atir°tra include in the Õha and Õ¿°∏i

type. There are these types of twelve Stutis in Somay°ga and 29 Stutis in Atir°tra.

S°mastutis are of two types, Pavam°nastutis and Pary°yastutis. The former

are those having no repititions while the latter have many repititions. Some Stutis

have upto 21repetitions in S°ma which include in Pary°yastutis.

There are many peculiar features connected with the S°mastutis used in

Somay°ga and Atir°tra connected with Keral¢yajaumin¢ya tradition. The 62nd Oth

among the 77 Oths of Õha section is chanted on the fifth day of Somay°ga. This

is called Stutyam. The Œtvik Adhvaryu presents two pieces of Darbha grass to

Udg°ta (Œtvik who is related to S°maveda). After that, the Œtvik Maitr°varu∏a

requests the Udg°t° to recite the S°mastuti. Accordingly Udg°t° recites this Stuti

holding the two pieces of Darbha grass that were presented to him by Adhvaryu.

The offering of oblations with this Stuti on the fifth day of Somay°ga is called

Som°huti which is an important part of the rituals of that day. It is believed that

Gods in heaven will be waiting for this day of Somay°ga eagerly and impatiently

to get Somarasa and other oblations offered to them.
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There is another important Stuti of this kind in Õha section called

‚o∑aø¢stuti. This is the last S°ma of the 65th Oth among the 77 Oths included in

the Õha part. This is chanted in Atir°tra as the 16th Stuti among the 29 S°mastutis

chanted in it in different contexts. This ‚o∑aøistuti is usually chanted in the correct

middle time of the evening twilight (Ardh°stamanasamaya). Br°hma∏as usually

perform Sandhy°vandana in the evening sharply at the middle time of evening

twilight. But in Atir°tra, only for the chanting of the Stuti in the prescribed time,

Br°hma∏as use to perform Sandhy°vandana before the time of Ardh°stamana. This

Stuti is chanted holding two pieces of Darbha grass made of gold. The gold made

pieces of Darbha grasses are called Stotram. The Stotrams are brought to the place

of Y°ga on the back of decorated horses with great pomp. This Stuti is considered

to be chanted with utmost care and devotion. God Indra is invocked by this Stuti.

It is believed that attracted with the musical tone of the Stuti and devotion of the

Œtviks, God Indra will promptly reach the place of Y°ga. Also it is strict that no

minute mistakes even should be there while chanting this ‚o∑aøistuti. Though this

is a common rule regarding all S°mastutis in Somay°ga and Atir°tra, it is most

strictly followed in ‚o∑aøistuti. It is even believed that one who commits mistakes

while chanting this Stuti, will become mad. The greatness and importance of this

Stuti is revealed by this.

Õ¿°∏i

It has already been mentioned that the first Oth of the fifth K°∏∑a Uttara of

Keral¢yajaimin¢yas°ma beginning with <xp˘…‰ Æ˙…V…… V…M…i…∂S…π…«h…“x……Δ... is chanted with

different Stobhas and musical elaborations as G°na in Candr°s°ma or Àra∏yaka

style of chanting. Also it has been noted that Àra∏yakag°na is again divided into

25 Oths within itself. Õ¿°∏i is the Vik§tip°∂ha of this Àra∏yakag°na. The 25 Oths

of Àra∏yakag°na are repeated again in G°na style with more elaborations of Svaras
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and Stobhas in Õ¿°∏i. There are again sixteen Oths as sub-divisions of Õ¿°∏i and

360 Stotris°mas in total in Õ¿°∏i. This is the highest mode of chanting of

Jaimin¢yas°ma of Kerala.

Among the twelve Stutis in Somay°ga, the most important one is

Rathantarastuti which begins +…‰ ¶…i¥…… ∂…⁄Æ˙x……‰x…÷®……‰ ¥……...* This is chanted in Õ¿°∏i

style. Seventeen repititions of the G°nar£pas of S°mas are found in this

Rathantarastuti which is very elaborate and highly musical. Based on the seventeen

repititions, it is also called Saptadaøastuti. The letter 'bha' (¶…) is recurringly repeated

in the Stuti many times. It isbelieved that the wife of the Yajam°na should not

hear the repetition of ¶…EÚ…Æ˙ while chanting as it is frightening and it will cause

inauspicious results. So there is a custom to make loud noice beating on the mouth

of a jar, it being tied closed with skin, to avoid the wife of the Yajam°na from

hearing the Bhak°ra repitition.

Like the Rathantarastuti in Somay°ga there is a S°mastuti in Atir°tra in the

Keralajaimin¢ya tradition called B§hatstuti which is included in Õ¿°∏i. This is the

most elaborate and most important Stuti in S°mastutis. This is the B§hats°mastuti

referred to in Bhagavadg¢t°:

¥…‰n˘…x……Δ ∫……®…¥…‰n˘…%Œ∫®…*

§…fiΩ˛i∫……®… i…l…… ∫……®x……®…¬**

Stutis of S°maveda like Rathantaram are used not only in Y°gas, but in

Tantric rituals also in many contexts. Similarly there is a Stuti in S°maveda called

G°yatram which is based on the G°yatr¢, included in Õ¿°∏i. This is also used both

in Atir°tra and Somay°ga as well as in Tantric ritual. Thus there are many

peculiarities of the chanting of S°maveda and its Prak§ti-Vik§tip°∂has of Kerala

Jaimin¢ya tradition.
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S°masvaras and music

Scholars who have done studies and researches in Music and S°ma chanting

have observed that the seven svaras of classical music can be found in S°ma

chanting in their primitive form. In S°ma chant the seven svaras are called Kru¿∂a,

Prathama, Dvit¢ya, T§t¢ya, Caturtha, Mandra and Atisvara. Kru¿∂a is the svara in

the highest pitch. T§t¢yasvara is in low pitch which is also called Adharasvara or

Dh§tapracaya.  These seven Svaras of S°ma chant are the seven svaras of music,

Madhyamam, G°ndh°ram, Œ¿abham, ‚a∑jam, Dhaivatam, Ni¿°dam and Paμcamam,

according to the N°rad¢yaøik¿°:

|…l…®…∂S…  u˘i…“™…∂S… i…fii…“™……‰%l… S…i…÷l…«EÚ&*

®…xp˘& G÷Úπ]ı…‰ ¡ i…∫¥……Æ˙& Bi……x…¬ E÷Ú¥…«Œxi… ∫……®…M……&**

(Prap°∂haka I, Kha∏∑a 1, ·loka 12)

™…& ∫……®…M……x……Δ |…l…®…& ∫… ¥…‰h……‰®…«v™…®…& ∫¥…Æ˙&*

™……‰  u˘i…“™…& ∫… M……xv……Æ˙& i…fii…“™…∫i¥…fiπ…¶…& ∫®…fii…&**

S…i…÷l…«& π…b¬̃V… <i™……Ω÷̨& {…\S…®……‰ v…Ë¥…i……‰ ¶…¥…‰i…¬*

π…π ˆ̀…‰  x…π……n˘…‰  ¥…Y…‰™…& ∫…{i…®…& {…\S…®…& ∫®…fii…&**

(Prap°∂haka I, Kha∏∑a 5, ·loka 1, 2)

There are strict rules for the svaras of S°ma songs.  Variations in Svaras are

also allowed sometimes.  Such variations are called Pratyutkrama, Atikrama,

Namana etc. In Kerala Jaimin¢ya S°ma chanting, the movements of the right hand

upwards, downwards and sideways to the right for denoting the Svaras are

practiced. In some other tradition of S°ma chanting, the thumb of the right hand

is touched in different parts of the other fingers to denote the Svaras. This is called

G°trav¢∏°. In N°rad¢yaøik¿°, it is defined thus:

M……j…¥…“h…… i…÷ ∫…… |……‰HÚ… ™…∫™……Δ M……™…Œxi… ∫……®…M……&*

∫¥…Æ˙¥™…\V…x…∫…Δ™…÷HÚ… +R¬ÛM…÷±™…R¬ÛM…÷π ˆ̀Æ˙Œ\S…i……**

(Prap°∂haka I, Kha∏∑a 6, ·loka 2)
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According to the Keralajaimin¢yas°ma tradition, there is no Padap°∂ha for

S°maveda.  Œgveda and Yajurveda have Padap°∂has as one of the Prak§tip°∂has

after Samhit°p°∂ha. But S°maveda has no Padap°∂ha after Œk or Àrcika.  It has

other musical elaborations like S°ma or Gr°mageya, Candr°s°ma or Àra∏yaka and

Õha and Õ¿°∏i.  This also shows that it is more related to music.  In music,

especially classical music, the original text or the basic words or literature of the

composition (K§ti) is often neglected or discarded while the R°gas are elaborated

in singing.

Tarla Mehta in the book Sanskrit Play Production in Ancient India observes

that music is of two types, G°ndharva and G°na.  In G°ndharva, words are less

important than the Svara and T°Ωa.  In G°na, words are more important than Svara

and T°Ωa (Motilal Benarsidass, Delhi, 1995, p. 228). G°ndharva is more classical

with elaborations of Svaras and T°Ωas and it is the earlier phase of Karnatic or

Hindusthani music.  It is to be noted that the discarding or neglecting of the text

in S°ma chanting is like that in Karnatic music.  Thus the various points of relation

of S°ma chanting to classical music in different aspects are interesting topics with

great scope for study and research.

Vedic chanting and the Svaras in the V°cikam of K£∂iy°∂∂am

K£∂iy°∂∂am, the unique Sanskrit theatre preserved and staged in Kerala,

practices a particular kind of V°cika with Svaras. The characters in K£∂iy°∂∂am

recite the text with such Svaras according to the Bh°vas and Rasas presented

related to the characters and situations. These Svaras used in the V°cika of

K£∂iy°∂∂am are peculiar to this art form which is not found in the Sanskrit theatre

elsewhere. Different Svaras are used in K£∂iy°∂∂am which are Mu∑∑han,

·r¢ka∏∂hi, To∏∑u, Àrtan, Indalam, Muralindalam, VeΩ°dh£Ωi, D°∏am, V¢ratarkan,

Tarkan, Korakkuºuμμi, Paur°li, Puºan¢ru, Dukkhag°ndh°ram, Ce∂¢paμcamam,
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Bhinnapaμcamam, ·r¢k°maram, Kaiøik¢, Gha∂∂antari and Antari. These are called

R°gas also. These Svaras or R°gas have no direct connection with music, though

some of the names are similar to those familiar in classical music.  These Svaras

or R°gas are more related to the chanting of Veda in Kerala.

Sri. Appukkuttan Nair, who was an authority in K£∂iy°∂∂am, opines that the

Svaras in the V°cika of K£∂iy°∂∂am are influenced by the Svaras of Yajurveda

chanting of Kerala. (N°∂yakalpadrumam, Mani Madhava Chakyar, Kerala

Kalamandalam, Cheruthuruthy, Trissur, Kerala, 1994, 'Àmukhopany°sam') The

present writer has organised some workshops and seminars with K£∂iy°∂∂am artists,

music scholars and Kerala Veda Pandits and discussed the matter many times with

oral demonstrations and interactions. As a result, it could be concluded that, the

V°cika of K£∂iy°∂∂am has been influenced not only by the Yajurveda chanting

of Kerala, but it has the influence of the chanting of the other Vedas of Kerala

like Œk and S°ma also. Topics like the impact of the chanting of each Veda on

the Svaras of the V°cika in K£∂iy°∂∂am, if any, etc. are yet to be studied and

explained.  However, the overall impact of the chanting of Veda of Kerala on the

V°cika of K£∂iy°∂∂am is very evident.

*****


